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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the friction and wear behavior of single crystal superalloys at elevated tempera-
tures. Pin-on-plate experiments were conducted using a custom-built high-temperature fretting/wear apparatus. Measure-
ments were performed on two single crystal Ni-based alloys and  Waspaloy® (used as a baseline material). The coefficient 
of friction for the single crystal materials (i.e., during running-in and steady state) was lower compared to the  Waspaloy®. 
In addition, the experiments showed that the friction coefficient of the single crystal is dependent on the crystallographic 
plane; the friction coefficient was lower for the tests on the {100} plane compared to the {111} plane. The wear behavior was 
aligned with the friction behavior, where the single crystal Ni-based alloys showed slightly higher wear resistance compared 
to the  Waspaloy®. Ex situ analysis by means of FIB/SEM and XPS analysis revealed the formation of Co-base metal oxide 
layer on the surface of the single crystal alloy. Similarly, a Co-base oxide layer is observed on the counterface providing a 
self-mated oxide-on-oxide contact and thus lower friction and wear compared to the  Waspaloy®.
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1 Introduction

Nickel-based superalloys are widely used as structural com-
ponents in demanding environments due to their excellent 
stability (i.e., resistance to mechanical and chemical degra-
dation) at elevated temperatures [1–10]. These superalloys 
were primarily developed to meet the demand of jet engine 
and industrial gas turbine engine blades operating at tem-
perature in excess of 980 °C [1, 6, 11]. Such alloys consist 
of nickel-based solid solution, referred to as γ-matrix with 
a dispersion of precipitates, generally referred to as γ′. The 
precipitates are hard intermetallic  Ni3(Al, X) compounds, 
where X is typically Ti, Nb or Ta. The γ-matrix (i.e., FCC 
crystal structure) is largely coherent with the γ′ precipitates 
(i.e.,  L12 crystal structure), which allows the precipitation-
hardened microstructure to remain very stable at high tem-
peratures [1, 6]. This is one of the primary reasons such 

alloys have been very successful for high-temperature appli-
cation. The early generation of such alloys contained about 
40% by volume of the precipitate, and the most commonly 
used  Waspaloy® is a typical example of that. However, with 
increasing temperature demand, it was realized that alloys 
with 65% precipitate by volume were optimum for achieving 
a balance of high-temperature creep resistance and tensile 
strength [1, 6]. The early generation of such alloys was poly-
crystalline and typically used in cast form using investment 
casting techniques to achieve complex shapes. Subsequently, 
it was recognized that creep resistance of such alloys can be 
further improved by eliminating the grain boundaries (i.e., 
high diffusion paths) normal to the principal stress. Conse-
quently, this led to the development of directional solidifica-
tion of columnar grain alloys and eventually single grain or 
single crystal castings [1, 10]. The development of single 
crystal technology by Pratt & Whitney allowed addition 
of refractory alloying elements as Ta and Re with further 
improvement in temperature performance. More details on 
various aspects of superalloys can be found elsewhere [1].

The precipitate microstructure can be naturally formed 
using a series of heat treatments, and thus, an optimum 
balance of mechanical properties can be achieved by judi-
ciously varying the heat treatment sequence. It is a common 
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metallurgical principle that finer precipitate structure results 
in harder material and coarser precipitate structure results 
in softer material. For most applications, superalloys are 
used with the precipitate size ranging from 0.3 to 0.5μm. 
However, if softer material is desired then the alloy may 
be overaged to achieve precipitate size approaching 1μm. 
This extreme case is referred to as the super-overaged (SOA) 
condition.

Unfortunately, while intensive alloy and process develop-
ment activities for these high-temperature superalloys have 
been performed over the last few decades, their tribological 
behavior (i.e., friction and wear) has received little atten-
tion [12, 13]. With the increasing demand in temperature 
and spread of application of these alloys to other static and 
dynamic components in the engine, there is a clear need for a 
better understanding of their tribological behavior. However, 
understanding the friction and wear behavior at high tem-
peratures of metallic alloys is much more challenging com-
pared to their behavior at room temperature [13]. Indeed, 
as suggested by Blau [13], the wear behavior of metallic 
alloys at elevated temperatures can vary depending on the 
contact conditions and nature of the oxide layer formation. 
Thus, several research efforts have been performed in order 
to study the tribofilm (i.e., oxide layers) formation of wear-
resistant alloys such as Co-based and Ni-based alloys at 
elevated temperatures [14–16]. For instance, Scharf et al. 
[14] showed that the formation of a Co-based oxide ‘glaze’ 
layer in Haynes 25 alloys resulted in lower friction and 
wear. Similarly, Scott et al. [15] identified the formation of 
a glaze layer of Stellite 31 above 523 K under their sliding 
conditions.

Fewer studies have been performed on the friction and 
wear behavior of Ni-based superalloy single crystals at high 
temperatures. In a study on wear resistance of tribocouples 
at elevated temperatures, Lawen et al. [16] provided results 
of friction and wear behavior in single crystal Ni alloy. How-
ever, the underlying mechanisms of Ni-based single crystal 
alloys leading to low friction and wear at elevated tempera-
ture remain unclear. This paper is a first and modest attempt 
to close this gap in a systematic way.

The major objectives of this study were to (1) evaluate 
the friction and wear performance of single crystal Ni-based 
alloys at elevated temperatures and (2) determine the inter-
facial mechanisms governing the friction and wear behavior, 
including oxide formation and microstructural changes.

2  Experimental Procedure

Pin-on-plate experiments were conducted using custom-built 
high-temperature fretting/wear apparatus. Briefly, a load cell 
located on the upper and lower portion of the rig was used 
to measure the friction force, while a static normal load was 
applied and measured using load cells. A servo-hydraulically 
driven actuator controlled the displacement and frequency 
of the plate relative to the stationary pin. The tests were 
performed at elevated temperature of 790 °C using normal 
stresses of 5.87 MPa, a frequency of 0.25 Hz and a displace-
ment of 4.27 mm for 2000 cycles. The relative humidity in 
the laboratory was approximately 45% RH. These param-
eters were chosen based on equipment capability and typical 
fretting conditions for these alloys. Hardness was measured 
using a Rockwell hardness tester (United, True-Blue II) on 
the unworn surface of the tested specimen (i.e., after expo-
sure to the elevated temperature). The hardness results are 
presented as an average from five measurements each.

Materials used for plates were two Ni-based single crystal 
superalloys with a nominal chemistry provided in Table 1 
[1].  Waspaloy® served as a baseline. The single crystal 
material was either conventionally heat-treated (CHT) or 
overaged to produce coarse γ′ (SOA). The SOA single crys-
tal materials were heat-treated to obtain precipitate size 
approaching 1 µm. Typical heat treatment conditions and 
procedure for the single crystal alloys can be found else-
where [1]. The pin for each experiment was CHT PWA1484. 
This material was chosen as the pin to represent typical 
counterface materials in the high-temperature region of the 
engine. In addition, experiments on PWA1484 were per-
formed on the {100} and the {111} crystallographic faces. 
These samples were machined accordingly to obtain the 
desired surface orientation, which was verified by means of 
Laue diffraction.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (PHI VersaP-
robe, Physical Electronics Inc.) analysis was performed on 
the worn and unworn surfaces (i.e., after testing/exposure 
to elevated temperature) in order to provide a better under-
standing of the chemical changes. This analysis was rep-
resented in terms of the sputtering depth. Based on depth 
calibrations with 1000 Å  Ta2O5 on Ta, a sputtering time of 
10 min can be estimated to be approximately 60 nm. Prior 
to the analysis, the samples are cleaned using isopropanol 
followed by cyclohexane. These data provided high binding 

Table 1  Typical compositions 
of the alloys tested [1]

Cr Co Mo W Al Ti Ta Re Hf C B Ni

PWA1484 5.0 10.0 2.0 6.0 5.6 – 9.0 3.0 0.1 – – Bal
PWA1480 10.0 5.0 – 4.0 5.0 1.5 12.0 – – – – Bal
Waspaloy® 19.5 13.5 4.3 – 1.3 3.0 – – – 0.8 0.006 Bal
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energy resolution and high depth resolution offering ele-
mental concentration information from the surface down 
to ~ 220 nm below the surface. Focused ion beam scanning 
electron microscopy (FIB/SEM) (FEI Helios 600 NanoLab 
DualBeam FIB) was used to cut site-specific cross sections 
of two of the surfaces (i.e., in the worn and unworn state 
after testing/heat exposure), and images/elemental maps of 
those locations were acquired. While utilization of the EDS 
offered lower resolution elemental distribution information 
than the XPS, the information covered a much larger depth, 
from the surface down to ~ 10 µm into the worn surface.

3  Results and Discussion

3.1  Friction and Wear

The friction behavior as a function of sliding cycles is shown 
in Fig. 1 for the various surfaces tested at 790 °C. The coef-
ficient of friction is evidently higher for the  Waspaloy® 
compared to that of the single crystal materials. The lowest 
coefficient of friction is observed with PWA1484 {100} in 
the SOA condition up to approximately 1500 cycles. Subse-
quently, the friction is similar for PWA1480 and PWA1484 
SOA. Interestingly, the {111} plane showed slightly higher 
friction compared to the {100} plane of the single crystal 
PWA1484. It should also be noted that while all materi-
als experience a running-in period, steady-state sliding is 
obtained quicker (i.e., fewer cycles) with the  Waspaloy® 
compared to the single crystals.

The wear behavior of the Ni-based superalloys is shown 
in Fig. 2. Similarly to the coefficient of friction, the wear 
of the  Waspaloy® is higher compared to the one of the sin-
gle crystal PWA1484 CHT and PWA1480. However, the 
PWA1484 SOA showed the most wear compared to all other 
materials, which is opposite to the friction behavior. The 
wear results showed a reverse correlation to the hardness 
of the materials, as shown in Fig. 2. The lowest hardness 

is observed with PWA1484 SOA, and the hardness of the 
 Waspaloy® was slightly lower compared to the other single 
crystal materials (i.e., PWA1484 and PWA1480). It should 
be noted that for all experiment transfer of material was 
observed on the single crystal counterface.

3.2  Ex Situ Analysis

Cross-sectional SEM images are shown in Fig. 3 for both, 
the worn and unworn surfaces of the single crystal and 
 Waspaloy®. The micrograph of the unworn surface (Fig. 3a, 
b) shows slight microstructural changes in the near-surface 
region, which have likely been caused by the sample cut-
ting process. In addition, the oxidation behavior of the 
unworn surfaces was different between the  Waspaloy® 
and PWA1484. The elemental mapping of the  Waspaloy® 
revealed the formation of a ~ 0.7-µm-thick chromium oxide 
layer on the surface and an aluminum oxide layer beneath. 
The micrograph of the single crystal alloy on the other hand 
only showed a thin aluminum oxide layer (i.e., 0.1–0.2 µm). 
The chromium oxide layer was not observed on the single 
crystal alloy. Consequently, the friction-induced changes to 
the chemistry were different compared for the two alloys 
(i.e.,  Waspaloy® and single crystal PWA1484). Figure 3c 
clearly shows the formation of a Co-rich oxide layer on 
the surface of the single crystal PWA1484. In addition, the 
elemental mapping showed high molybdenum content near 
the surface in most regions. It should be noted that oxidized 
nickel was also present in some regions of the subsurface. 
However, aluminum or chromium was not detected near 
the surface. In comparison, the chromium and aluminum 
oxide layer was still present in most regions of the worn 
 Waspaloy® surface, as shown in Fig. 3d. Small amount of 
nickel and molybdenum was also present near the surface 
of the  Waspaloy®.

Fig. 1  Average coefficient of friction versus sliding cycles for the sin-
gle crystal Ni-based alloys and  Waspaloy® tested at 790 °C

Fig. 2  Average wear depth and hardness for the single crystal Ni-
based alloys and  Waspaloy® tested at 790 °C
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XPS was performed in order to further elucidate the 
friction-induced chemical changes within a few nanom-
eters from the worn surface. The XPS depth profiles of the 
wear tracks and the unworn surfaces are shown in Fig. 4. 
Similarly to the cross-sectional SEM images, higher 
cobalt content was observed near the surface of the sin-
gle crystal PWA1484 {100} compared to the  Waspaloy®. 
The cobalt was mainly in form of oxide throughout the 

depth confirming the observation of the SEM images. 
Small amount of oxidized molybdenum (≤ 5 at.%) was 
also observed on the single crystal PWA1484 {100} and 
the  Waspaloy®. The nickel content (i.e., mostly in the form 
of oxide) near the worn surface of the crystal was higher 
compared to the  Waspaloy®, while the chromium oxide 
content was higher in the  Waspaloy®. This was consistent 
with the XPS analysis of the unworn surfaces, where a 

Fig. 3  Cross-sectional SEM images produced by FIB of a the unworn single crystal PWA1484 CHT {100}, b the unworn  Waspaloy®, c the worn 
single crystal PWA1484 {100} parallel to the sliding direction and d the worn  Waspaloy® parallel to the sliding direction
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thick chromium oxide layer is present in the unworn state 
of the  Waspaloy®.

Interestingly, the XPS profile of the PWA1484 {111} 
was slightly different compared to the {100} surface; the 
cobalt content was lower in the {111}, and no molybde-
num oxide was present near the surface (< 50 nm from 

the surface). In addition, the chromium concentration was 
also higher with the {111} crystal surface compared to 
the {100}. This is also consistent with the unworn state, 
where higher chromium and lower cobalt and molybdenum 
oxides are observed with the {111} unworn surface.

Fig. 4  XPS depth profile on the worn surface of a the  Waspaloy®, b the single crystal PWA1484 CHT {100} and c the single crystal PWA1484 
CHT {111}. The inserts in the figures show the depth profile of an unworn area as a comparison
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Fig. 4  (continued)

Fig. 5  XPS analysis of a the  Waspaloy®, b the single crystal PWA1484 CHT {100}
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In order to provide a better understanding of the oxide 
behavior, Fig. 5 shows the Cr and Co peak fitting of the 
worn Waspaloy and PWA1484, respectively. Cr 2p3/2 
peak fitting in the Waspaloy sample reveals a complex 
oxide state with Cr(III) oxide and hydroxide dominating 
the surface chemical state (see Fig. 5a). Small amount of 
Cr(IV) oxide is also observed [17]. Co 2p3/2 peak fitting 
in the PWA1484 samples, on the other hand, indicates a 
CoO oxide state as dominant at the surface [17], though 

contributions from both Co and Ni Auger peaks affect the 
theoretical peak intensities.

Figure 6 shows the corresponding XPS depth profiles 
of the single crystal PWA1484 counterfaces used on the 
 Waspaloy® and the single crystal PWA1484. Similarly to the 
analysis on the wear tracks, the cobalt content (i.e., oxidized) 
was higher for the single crystal PWA1484 {100} compared 
to the  Waspaloy®. The cobalt content in the PWA1484 {111} 
was also lower compared to the {100} crystal surface.

Fig. 6  XPS depth profile on the worn surface of a the  Waspaloy®, b the single crystal PWA1484 CHT {100} and c the single crystal PWA1484 
CHT {111}
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The chemical analysis indicated the formation of cobalt-
based oxide layer on the single crystal PWA1484 surface. 
Similarly, a cobalt-based oxide layer was observed on the 
counterface indicating self-mated oxide-on-oxide sliding. 
Thus, the lower friction with the PWA1484 is attributed to 
the formation of the Co-based oxide layers on both sliding 
surfaces. The analysis of the  Waspaloy®, on the other hand, 
did not reveal a Co-based oxide layer on the worn surface. 
This can possibly be explained by the higher chromium 
content in the  Waspaloy® leading to the formation of a rela-
tively thick Cr-rich oxide layer at elevated temperatures in 
the unworn state. Consequently, the presence of this Cr-rich 
oxide layer on the unworn  Waspaloy® surface limits the pos-
sibility of the Co-based oxide layer formation during sliding 
and thus results in higher friction and wear. Lower friction 
coefficient with cobalt oxides compared to chromium oxides 
has been previously reported at elevated temperatures (i.e., 
~ 700 °C) and is attributed to formation of continuous solid 
films rather than being brushed away by the sliding [18].

Interestingly, the {111} crystallographic plane of the 
single crystal exhibited slightly higher friction and wear 
compared to the {100} plane. Consistently, the XPS analy-
sis showed higher Cr oxide content and no evidence of Mo 
oxide near the worn surface. In addition, their oxide layer 
formation in the unworn state at 790 °C is slightly different, 
where the {111} crystallographic plane had lower Mo and 
Co content with slightly higher Cr oxide. It should be noted 
that the different surface orientation could potentially result 
in different surface energy, elastic moduli as well as plastic 
deformation [1], which could have possibly contributed to 
the different friction values. However, this phenomenon will 
be investigated in more detail and presented in a future study.

Formation of self-mated oxide-on-oxide glaze at the slid-
ing interface has been previously observed with Haynes 25 
cobalt-based superalloy sliding against Ta–W alloy [14]. The 
authors identified the oxide layer as predominantly (Co, Cr)
O, by means of FIB-SEM and TEM. Interestingly, the oxide 
glaze layer only formed when testing at elevated tempera-
tures (i.e., 430 °C) in conjunction with the low friction and 
wear. Consistently, Viat et al. performed a series of stud-
ies on the glaze layer formation of Haynes 25 [19–21] and 
showed the formation of a glaze layer, which adhered to both 
counterparts (i.e., Haynes 25 and ceramic counterface). The 
authors suggested that this third body is formed from mixed, 
grinded and sintered debris reacting with surrounding oxy-
gen. The glaze layer was found to be stable above 450 °C, 
which correlated well with the low friction and wear values 
[21]. The authors also evaluated the wear behavior of pure 
cobalt, chromium and nickel to identify the distinct roles of 
Haynes 25 elements and observed the glaze layer forma-
tion in cobalt–cobalt contacts leading to lower friction and 
wear compared to chromium–chromium and nickel–nickel 
interfaces [20].

Scott et al. [15] attributed the low friction and wear of 
Stellite 31 at elevated temperatures to the formation of a 
thermally softened oxide layer (i.e., glaze). In addition, 
the authors identified that under their sliding conditions 
the glaze layer formation occurs in the experiments above 
523 K and varies with time of sliding. Indeed, the experi-
ments here with the single crystal alloy were performed at 
much higher temperatures resulting in rapid formation of a 
protective oxide layer.

The mechanism of friction reduction with the formation 
of an oxide glaze layer has been previously compared to 
the Bowden and Tabor concept resulting in low friction and 
wear [14, 22, 23] in a similar matter as lubricious oxide 
coatings [24]. According to Bowden and Tabor, the ideal 
situation for achieving low friction and wear is with a thin 
and soft coating on top of a hard substrate [23]. Accordingly, 
in the case of the single crystal evaluated here, thin Co-based 
oxide layer is formed on top of the Ni-based alloy/Ni oxide 
region, possibly achieving a similar condition.

4  Conclusion

In this study, the friction and wear behavior of single crys-
tal superalloys were investigated at elevated temperatures. 
Pin-on-plate experiments were performed on convention-
ally heat-treated single crystal, coarse γ′ single crystal and 
 Waspaloy® plates using a conventionally heat-treated sin-
gle crystal for all experiments. In addition, ex situ analysis 
by means of FIB/SEM and XPS analysis was performed 
in order to capture the underlying mechanisms leading to 
the friction and wear behavior of the different alloys. The 
coefficient of friction for the single crystal materials (i.e., 
during running-in and steady state) was lower compared to 
the  Waspaloy®. The experiments showed that the friction 
coefficient of the single crystal is dependent on the crystal-
lographic plane; the friction coefficient was higher for the 
tests on the {100} plane compared to the {111} plane. The 
wear behavior was similar to the friction results, where the 
conventionally heat-treated single crystal showed higher 
wear resistance compared to the  Waspaloy®. However, the 
coarse γ′ single crystal showed the highest wear, which is 
attributed to the lower hardness compared to the other alloys 
tested in this study. Ex situ analysis by means of FIB/SEM 
and XPS analysis revealed the formation of Co-based metal 
oxide layer on the surface of the single crystal. Similarly, a 
Co-based oxide layer is observed on the counterface pro-
viding a self-mated oxide-on-oxide contact and thus lower 
friction and wear compared to the  Waspaloy®.
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